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You want to lose suspicious Cahills tailing you. What 
disguise would you wear?
Police officer. They do that in the movies all 
the time—get hold of a cop’s uniform and put 
it on…Oh, wait. I’m only 5’2”, could be hard 
to find a uniform that will fit. OK, so I’ve 
changed my mind: I’ll wear jogging gear, so it 
won’t look suspicious when I run away.

Your hunt takes you to an international city, but you need 
to lay low for a while. Where’s the best place to hide?
In the crowd. I’d play tourist and go to the 
most crowded sites. Maybe attach myself to one 
of those big tour groups that travel in packs of 
buses everywhere.

Your passport is filled with romantic and exotic destinations. Which three countries would you like to add to its pages?
Italy (I’ve been there before and want to go back). St. John, in the Caribbean, because I love to snorkel. And Sudan, because all Americans need to know more about Africa. (China would be my fourth choice.)

Madrigals insist that you were once banned from a country. Were you? Confirm or deny.
Deny. That time I was turned away at the border trying to enter Switzerland? That was a case of mistaken identity. No, really. 

While conducting surveillance on unknowing Cahills, your favorite snack is __________.
Edamame (already shelled). Delicious, healthy, and can be eaten quietly.

You’re trapped in an enemy Cahill stronghold and must commandeer an escape vehicle. Would you most likely fly a plane, pilot a submarine, or drive a tank?
Fly a plane. Tanks are too cumbersome and a submarine needs a lot of water to operate properly. But there’s air everywhere.

Your brain is fried after a long day of research, writing, and code-cracking. What do you do to revitalize it?
Read a really good book. Or watch a baseball game. Or play DDR (Dance Dance Revolution).

Cahill spies know most of your secrets. Can you share a secret about yourself they haven’t discovered yet?
With my eyes closed, I can tell the difference between a red M&M and a green one. The red ones taste terrible.

In order to be absolutely certain that the authors of The 39 Clues were up to the task of chronicling Amy and Dan’s hunt for the Clues, they were asked a series of questions.  The following transcript of an interview with Linda Sue Park was recently recovered.
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